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Equity
MSCI China index declined by 9.97% in the month of July. The
outperformance of China equity market reversed, and China equities
significantly underperformed other major equity markets in July,
driven by both domestic and external factors. The uncertainties
regarding China’s growth prospects, regulatory friction surrounding
the US-listed ADRs, and the mounted US-China relations dampened
investors’ risk appetite and the performance of China equities.
Looking forward, we maintain our long-term positive view on China
equity market. The attractive valuation, intact long-term earnings
growth and the continuing southbound inflows will support the longterm performance of China equities. In the near term, we expect the
market to consolidate due to lack of positive catalysts, and the
uncertainties from geopolitical tensions, COVID development and
economic recovery.
Market Performance
MSCI China index declined by 9.97% in the month of July. The outperformance of China equity
market reversed, and China equities significantly underperformed other major equity markets in
July, driven by both domestic and external factors. Domestically, the number of COVID cases in
mainland China picked up during the month, which to some degree distorted investors’
expectations on China’s economic recovery and caused short-term market volatility. The good
thing is that we see more swift policy responses and targeted control measures this time and
don’t expect another large-scale lockdown. Besides, the refusal on homebuyers’ mortgage
repayments was fomented in July, which added to investors’ concerns on China’s property
market. However, we don’t expect it to become a systematic risk, as major banks have
announced little impact and manageable risks from mortgage payment suspension, and Chinese
government has taken action to handle the problem though it can hardly be completely solved in
a short time. Externally, investors are marginally more worried about the US-China relationship.
The US is reported to put stricter ban on exports of chip-making tools to China and the Senate
passed the narrowest version of the China Competition Bill – the CHIPS Act. Besides, the US
audit regulator PCAOB announced that it will not accept any restrictions on auditing Chinese
firms listed in NYSE and must have full access to audit any firms it chooses to inspect without
any exceptions. The US SEC added more China ADRs including Alibaba to the provisional list on
July 29. In addition, China’s President Xi and the US President Biden spent over two hours
talking through the future of the two countries’ relationship, with tension over Taiwan again
emerging as a flashpoint. The uncertainties regarding China’s growth prospects, regulatory
friction surrounding the US-listed ADRs, and the mounted US-China relations dampened
investors’ risk appetite and the performance of China equities.

The much-awaited July Politburo meeting recognized the lingering downward pressures on the
economy and called for policies to be more supportive to help stabilize the economy. The
Politburo meeting called for the expansion of final demand with “fuller and better utilization” of
policy stimulus that have been announced and emphasized the need to stabilize the property
market and ensure home delivery. Also, it reiterated the support for a healthy development of
internet “platform” economies and called for the completion of rectification and restructuring of
platform enterprises. We think the tone from the meeting is consistent and within expectations,
though some investors think information from the meeting somewhat disappointing due to lack of
numeric economic growth target and emphasis of strict and rapid COVID control measures.

Data Source: unless otherwise specified, the data in this report extracted from Bloomberg and Winds, as of 31 July 2022.
Data shown is for informational and reference purposes only, historical data does not represent future trend of development.
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Economic Data
China’s manufacturing PMI fell to 49.0 in July from 50.2 in June, back to the contractionary
territory, casting uncertainty on the economy’s path of post-lockdown recovery. The output subindex fell by 3.0ppt to 49.8 and the new orders sub-index dropped by 1.9ppt to 48.5. The nonmanufacturing PMI moderated to 53.8 in July from 54.7 in June, with softened recovery in service
sectors due to the COVID outbreaks in multiple provinces but strong expansion in construction
sectors. The construction index rose further to 59.2 in July from 56.6 in June, as the construction
activity improved on acceleration of construction of infrastructure projects and ongoing fiscal
policy support for infrastructure investment.

Future Outlook
Looking forward, we maintain our long-term positive view on China equity market. The attractive
valuation, intact long-term earnings growth and the continuing southbound inflows will support
the long-term performance of China equities.
In the near term, we expect the market to consolidate due to lack of positive catalysts, and the
uncertainties from geopolitical tensions, COVID development and economic recovery.

Risk
Inflationary pressure passed to downstream sectors; foreign monetary policies being tightened
due to higher-than-expected inflation; Sino-US relationship worsens than expectation. RussiaUkraine War worsens than expectation; another wave of local outbreak of COVID-19 in short
term.

Data Source: unless otherwise specified, the data in this report extracted from Bloomberg and Winds, as of 31 July 2022.
Data shown is for informational and reference purposes only, historical data does not represent future trend of development.
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Data Source: unless otherwise specified, the data in this report extracted from Bloomberg and Winds, as of 31 July 2022.
Data shown is for informational and reference purposes only, historical data does not represent future trend of development.
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In July, as the U.S. economy met the bar for a ‘technical recession’ and the
rate hikes in Europe and the U.S. were being conducted as planned, markets
repriced the Fed’s path for rate hikes. After risk sentiment ran its course,
markets started to price the policy turnaround next year in advance. Risk
assets rebounded to some extended in both Europe and the U.S., while the
dollar index peaked and fell. In China, asset prices were weak as investors
remained concerned by risk events such as mortgage boycotts and tensions
in China-U.S. relations. In the Chinese USD bond market, the primary market
was rather quiet, with new issues concentrating in the LGFV sector. Although
non-farm employment data remained robust, there was a visible pickup in the
weekly initial jobless claims. In China, economic data started to show
weakness after a brief rebound in the previous period. Despite the large drop
in yields recently, at the moment we are still far from getting to the end of the
hiking cycle. Meanwhile, it is difficult to arrive at any conclusions for when
inflation will reach its peak and fall. Therefore, in the short term, volatility in
the yields is still expected. In July Chinese assets underperformed and did not
experience any rebounds as seen in other markets. In the onshore market,
liquidity was abundant. The politburo meeting did not give out additional
signals for economic stimulus. We expect the government to further fade out
the economic growth target.

Market Performance
In July, as the U.S. economy met the bar for a ‘technical recession’ and the rate hikes in Europe
and the U.S. were being conducted as planned, markets repriced the Fed’s path for rate hikes.
The IMF further dimmed its global economic outlook. The FOMC meeting gave mixed signals but
the markets interpreted the meeting as relatively dovish. U.S. Treasury yields fell notably,
especially in the belly of the curve. The 2-year and 10-year yield inversion exceeded 20bps,
indicating a strong expectation for recession. After risk sentiment ran its course, markets started
to price the policy turnaround next year in advance. Risk assets rebounded to some extended in
both Europe and the U.S., while the dollar index peaked and fell. In China, asset prices were
weak as investors remained concerned by risk events such as mortgage boycotts and tensions in
China-U.S. relations.
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Data Source: unless otherwise specified, the data in this report extracted from Bloomberg and Winds, as of 31 July 2022.
Data shown is for informational and reference purposes only, historical data does not represent future trend of development.
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The corporate bond market rebounded to some degree. Following global market risk sentiment,
in Europe and the U.S., July produced the best year-to-date monthly return: credit spreads
tightened, new issue activities picked up, and losses in June were partially recovered. In the
Chinese USD bond market, the primary market was rather quiet, with new issues concentrating
in the LGFV sector. China’s investment grade bonds underperformed, with mortgage boycotts
leading some banks’ subordinated bonds and some regions’ weak LGFV bonds to drop in
value. The AMC sector also fell by large margins at the beginning of the month, although high
quality names remained steady. In China’s high yield space, the increasingly common
occurrence of mortgage boycotts pushed the real estate crisis to a new stage. As private
developers’ sales figures remained grim, investors were not yet convinced by frequent rumors
of policy support to the sector. Overall, in July China’s investment grade bonds were down by
0.3%. China’s high yield bonds fell by 10.7%, marking a halfway drop from the peak last year.
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Economic Data
Although U.S. inflation once again exceeded expectations, the markets reacted more mildly
compared to June. U.S. second quarter GDP continued to shrink on a year-over-year basis, with
structural deterioration in the economy further exacerbating the woes. Although non-farm
employment data remained robust, there was a visible pickup in the weekly initial jobless claims.
Therefore, the Fed still faces a challenging task at hand. In Europe, the ECB hiked the rate by
50bps, slightly overshooting market expectations. However, the Euro zone is still under
tremendous pressure caused by political tensions, inflation, and other factors such as financial
fragmentation and issues with natural gas supply.
In China, economic data started to show weakness after a brief rebound in the previous period.
Data Source: unless otherwise specified, the data in this report extracted from Bloomberg and Winds, as of 31 July 2022.
Data shown is for informational and reference purposes only, historical data does not represent future trend of development.
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Outlook
Under inflationary pressure, the first stage of rapid rate hikes is potentially at its end: as the
markets expect, the future pace for rate hikes will likely slow down. The inflation and employment
statistics in July and August may form the basis for the Fed’s judgement on the economic
conditions, and in turn determine policy and market directions. Despite the large drop in yields
recently, at the moment we are still far from getting to the end of the hiking cycle. Meanwhile, it is
difficult to arrive at any conclusions for when inflation will reach its peak and fall. Therefore, in the
short term, volatility in the yields is still expected. In terms of China-U.S. relations, as the two
nations both face economic pressure and elections this year, chances of a rapid deterioration or
improvement in the bilateral relations remain low; nonetheless, it is still a possibility for bilateral
tensions to trigger a new black swan event in the geopolitical space after the Russia-Ukraine
conflict. For Europe, the issues at hand are more severe than in the U.S., and the European hiking
cycle is still at the beginning stage. Therefore, the euro and other European assets still face
mounting pressure.
For corporate bonds, most sectors saw credit spreads tighten during the month as well as the
slowing of capital outflows in the emerging markets, although the tightening in July was dwarfed by
the widening in June, both in terms of speed and extent. The rebound in July is likely the result of
a correction to the previous over-selling, as well as expectations of monetary policy turnaround for
next year. Therefore, the upward momentum might still persist in the short term, but it is not likely
for risk sentiment to change fundamentally. Under pressures caused by company fundamentals
and valuations, markets are expected to continue experiencing volatility, even with possibility of
potential declines.
After three months of relatively good performance, in July Chinese assets underperformed
compared to other countries, and did not experience any rebounds as seen in other markets.
Salient factors include the mortgage boycotts, China-U.S. relations, and lacklustre performance for
some companies. Moreover, after outperformance for three consecutive months, Chinese USD
bonds’ valuation advantage shrank, compared to both the onshore market and other countries.
Nonetheless, there remains strong support from the technical side, while investors still need to
heed possible risk aversion and capital outflows resulting from escalating tensions in China-U.S.
relations. In the high yield space, the government likely sees the mortgage boycotts as having
much more severe social implications than the default of property developers. Currently the
government still emphasizes on ensuring housing completion instead of salvaging developers.
Against such backdrop, investors are much more reactive to bad news than good news, and it
remains a possibility for private developers in default to try getting nationalized again. Meanwhile,
there are still property developers which, acting in good faith, attempt to pay their offshore debts.
When future policy support ultimately materializes and leads the property sector back to the right
track, investors should hope to see high-quality private real estate developers to eventually survive,
instead of a non-discriminating annihilation for all private real estate companies.
In the onshore market, liquidity was abundant. The politburo meeting did not give out additional
signals for economic stimulus. As the economic and credit data in July puts pressure on
policymakers, we expect the government to further fade out the economic growth target. As
supply-side risks subside for onshore bonds, the falling of yields becomes the path of lesser
resistance. For the RMB, although China still faces risks from economic downturn and China-U.S.
relations, current conditions are different from historical precedents: right now, China does not
have signs of large-scale capital outflows, while the significant trading surplus and foreign reserve
offer strong buffer for the yuan. As the dollar index is at a pivotal level of support and could
potentially shift away from the upward trend, we expect the RMB to be supported, and the
possibility for the yuan to substantially depreciate remains low.

Data Source: unless otherwise specified, the data in this report extracted from Bloomberg and Winds, as of 31 July 2022.
Data shown is for informational and reference purposes only, historical data does not represent future trend of development.
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Data Source: unless otherwise specified, the data in this report extracted from Bloomberg and Winds, as of 31 July 2022.
Data shown is for informational and reference purposes only, historical data does not represent future trend of development.
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invest in any securities. The content of this material about a fund (if any) is not applicable to persons who live in areas where the
release of such content is restricted. No one shall regard this material as an offer or invitation to purchase or subscribe to fund
shares, nor use the fund subscription agreement under any circumstances, unless the invitation and distribution are legal in the
relevant jurisdictions. Non-Hong Kong investors are responsible for complying with all applicable laws and regulations in their
relevant jurisdictions before reading the information contained in this material.
The information contained in this material only reflects current market conditions and the judgment of China Asset Management
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